Abstract. Let A and B be two connected graded commutative kalgebras of finite type, where k is a perfect field of positive characteristic p. We prove that the quasi-shuffle algebras generated by A and B are isomorphic as Hopf algebras if and only if A and B are isomorphic as graded k-vector spaces equipped with a Frobenius (p th -power) map. For the hardest part of this analysis, we work with the dual construction, and are led to study connected graded cocommutative Hopf algebras H with two additional properties: H is free as an associative algebra, and the projection onto the indecomposables is split as a morphism of graded k-vector spaces equipped with a Verschiebung map.
1. Introduction 1.1. An overview. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p. We study the functor sending a connected graded commutative finite type k-algebra A to the quasi-shuffle algebra J ∨ (A), the cofree Hopf algebra cogenerated by A. This is of interest in algebraic topology since if A = H * (X; k), then J ∨ (A) = H * (ΩΣX; k).
By forgetting structure, A is an F -module: a non-negatively graded kvector space equipped with a Frobenius (p th -power) map. In Theorem 1.8, we prove that J ∨ (A) is isomorphic to J ∨ (B) as Hopf algebras if and only if A is isomorphic to B as F -modules.
The result just stated overlaps with results in [NR79] , but our route to proving this is very different than that taken by Newman and Radford, and yields new understanding about the structure of these Hopf algebras. For the hardest part of our analysis, we work with the dual construction, J(C), the free Hopf algebra generated by a cocommutative coalgebra C. When Date: July 9, 2019. 2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 57T05, 16T05; Secondary 55P35, 05E05. H = J(C), H is an example of a graded connected Hopf algebra H over k with two additional properties:
• H is free as an algebra.
•H → QH is split in the category V -modules.
Here a V -module is a non-negatively graded k-vector space equipped with a Verschiebung map,H is the positive part of H (and the kernel of the counit), and QH =H/H 2 is the module of indecomposables. Building on work on non-commutative Witt vectors by Goerss, Lannes, and Morel [GLM92] , we classify such free, 'split' Hopf algebras, and prove that they have a certain lifting property.
A topological consequence is that, if X is a connected space, then the Hopf algebra H * (ΩΣX; k) is determined by the stable homotopy type of X.
Other results discussed in the paper, dependent only on classic Hopf algebra theory, include the characteristic 0 analogues of the above results, and a characterization of when quasi-shuffle algebras are polynomial, generalizing the so-called Ditters conjecture about the ring of quasisymmetric functions.
In the rest of this introduction, we describe our results with more precision and detail.
1.2. Some categories and two functors. Let k be a field, and let M(k) be category of non-negatively graded k-vector spaces of finite type: M = {M n | n = 0, 1, 2, . . . } with M n finite dimensional for all n. We letM be the positive part of M , and we say that M is reduced if M 0 = 0.
We will be studying objects in the following categories.
• A * (k): connected, commutative algebras in M(k).
• C * (k): connected, cocommutative coalgebras in M(k).
• H * (k): connected, commutative Hopf algebras in M(k).
• H * (k): connected, cocommutative Hopf algebras in M(k).
Definition 1.1. Let J : C * (k) → H * (k) be left adjoint to the forgetful functor.
Explicitly, J(C) will be the tensor algebra T (C) = ∞ k=0C
⊗k as an algebra, with coproduct induced by the coproduct ∆ : C → C ⊗ C. See §5 for more detail.
The dual definition goes as follows.
1.3. The functors topologically realized. If X is a based topological space, let ΣX be its reduced suspension, and ΩX be the space of based loops in X. The functor Σ is left adjoint to Ω, and thus ΩΣX admits an interpretation as the free based loopspace generated by X. Classic results of Ioan James from the 1950's [J55] imply that if X is a connected CW complex of finite type then the natural map X → ΩΣX induces an isomorphism of Hopf algebras J(H * (X; k)) ∼ − → H * (ΩΣX; k).
Dually, one obtains natural isomorphisms of Hopf algebras
Example 1.4. As observed by Andrew Baker and Birgit Richter in [BR08] , Example 1.3 can be topologically realized. There are Hopf algebra isomorphisms Sym(k) ≃ H * (BU ; k) ≃ H * (BU ; k), N Sym(k) ≃ H * (ΩΣCP ∞ ; k), and QSym(k) ≃ H * (ΩΣCP ∞ ; k). (Here U = n U (n) is the infinite unitary group, and BU is its classifying space.) Since BU has the structure of a loopspace, the map CP ∞ = BU (1) → BU extends to a map of loopspaces ΩΣCP ∞ → BU . This map then induces the Hopf algebra projection N Sym(k) ։ Sym(k) in homology, and the Hopf algebra embedding Sym(k) ֒→ QSym(k) in cohomology.
1.4. When are two quasi-shuffle algebras isomorphic? Given two commutative algebras A, B ∈ A * (k), one might ask when J ∨ (A) is isomorphic to J ∨ (B).
This question comes in various versions, as one could consider J ∨ (A) as a Hopf algebra, or as an algebra, or as a coalgebra.
From the construction, the one evident statement here is that J ∨ (A) is isomorphic to J ∨ (B) as coalgebras if and only if A is isomorphic to B as graded k-vector spaces, as, in that case, J ∨ (A) and J ∨ (B) will be cofree coalgebras of the same size.
Classical work on Hopf algebras by Milnor and Moore (and others earlier) [MM65] implies a definitive answer to all versions of the question, when k has characteristic 0. Theorem 1.5. Let k be a field of characteristic 0. Given A, B ∈ A * (k), the following are equivalent.
(a)Ā ≃B, as graded k-vector spaces.
, as Hopf algebras.
To explain the characteristic p version of this, we need a definition. Definition 1.6. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p. An F -module is a reduced graded k-module M ∈ M(k) equipped with Frobenius maps: F : M n → M pn , for all n if p = 2 and for even n if p is odd, such that F (x + y) = F (x) + F (y) and F (λx) = λ p F (x) for all λ ∈ k. A morphism between two F -modules is a morphism in M(k) commuting with the Frobenius maps. The F -modules then form an abelian category which we denote by F -M(k).
Example 1.7. By forgetting structure, the augmentation idealĀ of a commutative algebra A ∈ A * (k) can be viewed as an F -module, with F :Ā n →Ā pn defined by F (x) = x p . Theorem 1.8. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. Given A, B ∈ A * (k), the following are equivalent.
(a)Ā ≃B, as F -modules.
Though this statement is a nice characteristic p analogue of Theorem 1.5, the proof of the most interesting implication here is intrinsically not analogous. Implication (c) ⇒ (b) is clear. Classic results about graded Hopf algebras [MM65] show that (b) is equivalent to the statement that J ∨ (A) ≃ J ∨ (B) as F -modules, and a bit of bookkeeping shows that this is equivalent to (a). But we will see that proving the last implication, (b) ⇒ (c) (or (a) ⇒ (c)), leads us to a new classification result.
Note that, when (b) holds, not only will J ∨ (A) ≃ J ∨ (B) be isomorphic as algebras, but also as as coalgebras, as they will be cofree coalgebras of the same size. As we soon relate, we have an example that reveals there is still work to be done to conclude that J ∨ (A) ≃ J ∨ (B) will be isomorphic as Hopf algebras.
Remark 1.9. The 1979 paper [NR79] has results overlapping with Theorem 1.8. In particular, [NR79, Corollary 3.8(a) ] is (roughly) 1 our implication (a) ⇔ (c), under the side hypothesis that every element x ∈Ā is nilpotent.
1.5. The dual formulation of Theorem 1.8. The theorems in the last subsection clearly are equivalent to dual versions. We leave the formulation of the dual form of Theorem 1.5 to the reader, but it will be useful to explicitly discuss the dual version of Theorem 1.8. Definition 1.10. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p. A V -module is a reduced graded k-module M ∈ M(k) equipped with Verschiebung maps: V : M pn → M n , for all n if p = 2 and for even n if p is odd, such that V (x + y) = V (x) + V (y) and V (λx) = λ 1/p V (x) for all λ ∈ k. As before, V -modules form an abelian category, which we denote V -M(k).
Example 1.11. By forgetting structure, the positive part,C, of a cocommutative coalgebra C ∈ C * (k) can be viewed as an V -module. Theorem 1.12. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. Given C, D ∈ C * (k), the following are equivalent.
(a)C ≃D, as V -modules. As before, implication (c) ⇒ (b) is clear, and classic Hopf algebra theory, together with some bookkeeping, shows that (b) ⇔ (a). Note that when (b) holds, J(C) and J(D) will be isomorphic free algebras that are also isomorphic as coalgebras.
1.6. A cautionary example, topologically realized. Example 1.13. Working over the field k = F 2 , we consider the tensor algebra T (x, y, z), with |x| = 1, |y| = 2, and |z| = 4, made into a Hopf algebra in two different ways: call these H 1 and H 2 . In both of these, x and y are primitive, i.e. ∆(x) = x ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ x and ∆(y) = y ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ y. In H 1 , we let ∆(z) = z ⊗1+y ⊗y +1⊗z, and in H 2 , we let ∆(z) = z ⊗1+x 2 ⊗x 2 +1⊗z. Then H 1 and H 2 are isomorphic as both algebras and coalgebras, but not as Hopf algebras.
These Hopf algebras can be topologically realized:
Here η : S 3 → S 2 is the Hopf map, and C(η • Ση) is the mapping cone of the composite S 4 Ση − − → S 3 η − → S 2 .
We will supply details in §4.
Remark 1.14. The Hopf algebras here are noncommutative versions of those appearing in [KLW04, Example 2.3 ]. It was clear that H 1 could be topologically realized, as it is J(C), where C = H * (S 1 ∨ CP 2 ; F 2 ); it was amusing to realize that H 2 could be also.
1.7. Indecomposables and split Hopf algebras. To prove the implication (b) ⇒ (c) (or (a) ⇒ (c)) in Theorem 1.12, we need to use that the Hopf algebras we are considering -Hopf algebras of the form J(C) -have some structure not present in Hopf algebras like H 2 in Example 1.13. To describe this, we remind the reader of some standard terminology and notation. If H is a graded Hopf algebra, P H ⊂H is the module of primitives, and QH =H/H 2 is the module of indecomposables.
Proof. The first statement is just the well known observation that the p th power of a primitive is again primitive. The second statement is dual to this.
Our needed extra structure on our Hopf algebras is described in the next definition. Definition 1.16. We say that H ∈ H * (k) is split if the quotient mapH → QH has a section in V -M(k). Lemma 1.17. Given C ∈ C * (k), J(C) is canonically split.
Proof. The natural inclusion C → J(C) is a morphism of coalgebras, thus C → J(C) is a morphism of V -modules, and we see that the compositē
Example 1.18. With H 2 as in Example 1.13, QH 2 = x,ȳ,z with zero Verschiebung. The natural lift ofz -the generator z -satisfies V (z) = x 2 , and from this it is not hard to check thatH 2 → QH 2 does not admit a section as V -modules. Thus H 2 is not split.
We have the following rigidity/classification theorem for split free Hopf algebras. Theorem 1.20. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0.
(a) Given any V -module M , there is a unique H(M ) ∈ H * (k) that is split, free as an algebra, such that QH(M ) ≃ M as V -modules.
as the coproduct (free product) of indecomposable Hopf algebras.
We say more about the indecomposable H(M )'s in §3. The uniqueness in this theorem is up to Hopf algebra isomorphism, and follows from the following lifting theorem.
Theorem 1.20 lets us easily prove the hard implication in Theorem 1.12.
Proof that (a) ⇒ (c) in Theorem 1.12. As observed in Lemma 1.17, J(C) is split with QJ(C) ≃C as V -modules. Thus Theorem 1.20 implies that J(C) ≃ H(C) as Hopf algebras. Thus ifC ≃D as V -modules, there will be Hopf algebra isomorphisms
1.8. Organization of the rest of the paper. Section 2 has some background material we will need on the categories F -M(k), V -M(k), and H * (k). Regarding V -M(k), when k is a perfect field, V -modules are easily classified as sums of some basic examples M (n, j), and some of these V -modules are projective.
In §3, we prove Theorems 1.20 and 1.21. Much of the heavy lifting was already done by Goerss, Lannes, and Morel in [GLM92] : for projective Vmodules M , Hopf algebras H(M ) ∈ H * (k) with properties as in the two theorems are constructed. When M is also indecomposable, the authors of [GLM92] interpret H(M ) as a Hopf algebra of noncommutative Witt vectors. Using results from §2, we are able to extend their results to general V -modules, thus proving Theorem 1.20. (In truth, the results in [GLM92] are only proved when k is the prime field F p ; we explain how to extend these to all perfect fields k.)
Section 4 has the details of our cautionary example, Example 1.13. We say a bit about quasishuffle algebras in §5. This is followed, in §6, by the proofs of the 'easy' implications in Theorem 1.8 and the proof of Theorem 1.5: those following from the classical results of Milnor and Moore [MM65] .
The last section, §7, has some examples and related results. This includes a new characterization of primitively generated Hopf algebras, and a characterization of when the quasi-shuffle algebra J ∨ (A) is polynomial, generalizing the so-called Ditters conjecture: QSym(k) is a polyonomial algebra. (A careful reader will see that our argument is essentially that of Baker and Richter in [BR08] .) We also note a topological application: if two based spaces X and Y are stably homotopy equivalent, then H * (ΩΣX; k) and H * (ΩΣY ; k) are isomorphic Hopf algebras for all fields k.
1.9. Thanks. The starting point of this project was learning about the Ditters conjecture from Andy Baker back in 2014. I had a chance to share some of my (rather naive) thoughts about this topic at the conference on Group Actions and Algebraic Combinatorics held at Herstmonceax, England in July, 2016. My main theorems were proved during a visit to Sheffield University in spring, 2017. John Palmieri also assisted me with references in the Hopf algebra literature.
Background material

The category M(k).
Recall that k is a field, and M(k) is the category of non-negatively graded k-vector spaces of finite type: M = {M n | n = 0, 1, 2, . . . } with M n finite dimensional for all n. As in the introduction, we say that M is reduced if M 0 = 0.
In the 'usual way', M(k) is a symmetric k-linear tensor category:
This structure allows one to define algebras, coalgebras, and Hopf algebras in M(k). For example, an object in H * (k), the category of connected, cocommutative Hopf algebras in M(k), consists of H ∈ M(k), with H 0 = k, equipped with unit η : k → H, counit ǫ : H → k, multiplication ∇ : H⊗H → H, and comultiplication ∆ : H → H ⊗ H, satisfying appropriate properties.
Finally, one has a duality functor ( ) ∨ : M(k) op → M(k) given by taking levelwise dual vector spaces. This is an equivalence of symmetric k-linear tensor categories, and induces equivalences C(k)
Recall that if W is a k-vector space, its Frobenius twist W ξ is W with new scalar multiplication given by λ · x ξ = (λ p x) ξ for all λ ∈ k and x ∈ W .
The following lemma is easily checked.
Lemma 2.2. Φ is a functor of symmetric tensor categories. In particular, Φ is exact, and there are natural isomorphisms
The next lemma is less obvious, but also not hard to verify. (Compare with [GLM92, §1.1.1].) Lemma 2.3. Let K(M ) and C(M ) respectively be the kernel and cokernel of the norm map
and thus natural maps ΦM ֒→ (M ⊗p ) Σp and (M ⊗p ) Σp ։ ΦM .
The following definitions are easily seen to agree with Definitions 1.6 and 1.10.
We note that the properties of Φ show that F -M(k) and V -M(k) inherit the structure of symmetric k-linear tensor categories from M(k).
gives A the structure of an F -module.
gives C the structure of an V -module.
2.3. The classification of F -modules when k is perfect. We continue to let k be a field of characteristic p.
Definition 2.6. We define indecomposable F -modules N (n, j) as follows.
(a) Let p = 2. For every n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ ∞, we let N (n, j) have a basis x 0 , . . . , x j with |x i | = 2 i n and with F (x i ) = x i+1 for i ≥ 0.
(b) Let p be odd. For every m ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ ∞, we let N (2m, j) have a basis y 0 , . . . , y j with |y i | = 2p i m and with F (y i ) = y i+1 for i ≥ 0. For every m ≥ 0, we let N (2m + 1, 0) be one dimensional with generator in degree 2m + 1 (with trivial F -module structure, of course).
We have a classification theorem.
Theorem 2.7. If k is a perfect field of characteristic p, then every Fmodule can be written uniquely as a direct sum of F -modules of the form N (n, j).
We also have the following classification of projectives and injectives.
Proposition 2.8. If k is perfect, indecomposable projectives and injectives in F -M(k) are as follows.
(a) If p = 2, the F -modules N (n, ∞) are projective. The F -modules N (n, j) with n odd are injective.
(b) If p is odd, the F -modules N (2m, ∞) and N (2m + 1, 0) are projective. The F -modules N (2m, j) with p ∤ m and N (2m + 1, 0) are injective.
We prove both the theorem and proposition together. First assume p = 2. Any F -module N canonically decomposes as a direct sum of F -modules
where
Since the field k is perfect, we can 'untwist' our vector spaces, and conclude that N (k) is equivalent to the category of sequences of k-vector spaces
But this last category is equivalent to the category of non-negatively graded k[t]-modules of finite type, where t has grading 1. We thus have described equivalences of abelian categories
Since k[t] is a graded PID, its modules of finite type can be written uniquely as the direct sum of cyclic modules, and these cyclic modules have the form k[t]t i and k[t]t i /k[t]t i+j+1 for j ≥ 0. It is not hard to check that these are injective precisely when i = 0, and, more obviously, that the modules k[t]t i are projective.
in the nth component of the product will correspond to the F -modules N (2 i n, ∞) and N (2 i n, j).
The proofs of the theorem and proposition when p is odd is similar. Now one has a decomposition of F -modules
As before, this leads to an equivalence of abelian categories
in the mth component of the first infinite product will correspond to the F -modules N (2p i m, ∞) and N (2p i m, j), while the vector space k in the mth component of the second infinite product will correspond to the F -module N (2m + 1, 0).
2.4.
The classification of V -modules when k is perfect. The results of the last subsection give us results about V -modules using duality.
Definition 2.9. We define indecomposable V -modules M (n, j) as follows.
(a) Let p = 2. For every n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ ∞, we let M (n, j) have a basis x 0 , . . . , x j with |x i | = 2 i n and with V (x i+1 ) = x i for i ≥ 0.
(b) Let p be odd. For every m ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ ∞, we let M (2m, j) have a basis y 0 , . . . , y j with |y i | = 2p i m and with V (y i+1 ) = y i for i ≥ 0. For every m ≥ 0, we let M (2m + 1, 0) be one dimensional with generator in degree 2m + 1.
Lemma 2.10. There are isomorphisms of V -modules as follows.
(a) ΦM (n, j) ≃ M (pn, j) when p = 2, and when p is odd and n is even.
Theorem 2.7 and duality implies the next theorem.
Theorem 2.11. If k is a perfect field of characteristic p, then every Vmodule can be written uniquely as a direct sum of V -modules of the form M (n, j).
Similarly, Proposition 2.8 implies the next proposition.
Proposition 2.12. If k is perfect, indecomposable projectives and injectives in V -M(k) are as follows.
(a) If p = 2, the V -modules M (n, ∞) are injective. The V -modules M (n, j) with n odd are projective.
(b) If p is odd, the V -modules M (2m, ∞) and M (2m + 1, 0) are injective. The V -modules M (2m, j) with p ∤ m and M (2m + 1, 0) are projective.
It will be technically useful to also consider the M (n, j) in the category Vmodules whose underlying graded vector space structure is not necessarily of finite type.
Proposition 2.13. Let V -M(k) u be the category of V -modules that are not necessarily of finite type.
(a) If p = 2, the V -module M (n, j) with n odd and j < ∞ are projective generators for V -M(k) u , as there are a natural isomorphisms
(b) If p is odd, V -modules M (2m, j) with p ∤ m and j < ∞, together with the V -modules M (2m + 1, 0), are projective generators for V -M(k) u , as there are a natural isomorphisms
and
2.5. The category H * (k). We record some useful properties of the category of connected cocommutative Hopf algebras in M(k).
Proposition 2.14. The category H * (k) satisfies the following properties.
(a) H * (k) is pointed with initial/terminal object k.
(b) H * (k) has pullbacks, and thus kernels and finite products.
(c) H * (k) has coproducts, subject to our finite type condition: a family {H i } in H * (k), such that, for any c, only a finite number of theH i are not cconnected, admits a coproduct
These properties are all well-known, and are all implicitly or explicitly in [MM65] or [MS68] . See also [GLM92, §1.1.2] Concerning property (b), H * (k) is the category of group objects in C * (k), the category of connected cocommutative coalgebras in M(k) [MM65, §8] . It follows that pullbacks in H * (k) are 'induced' from pullbacks in C * (k). For example, given H 1 , H 2 ∈ H * (k), H 1 ⊗ H 2 is the categorical product.
Concerning (c), given the family {H i } in H * (k), let * i H i be the coproduct of the H i , just viewed as graded algebras. The family of algebra maps
then defines an algebra map ∆ : The next proposition will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.20.
Proposition 2.15. Given f : H 1 → H 2 in H * (k), let I ⊂ H 1 be the kernel of f when f is just viewed as a map of algebras, and let K ⊂ H 1 be the Hopf algebra kernel of f . Then I = (K), the two-sided ideal generated byK. Finally we note a couple of easily verified results about the behavior of Φ and Q. Regarding the first of these, it is illuminating to note that Thoughout this section, let k be a perfect field of characteristic p.
3.1. The work of Goerss, Lannes, and Morel. Let H * (k) u be the category of connected cocommutative Hopf algebras in graded k-vector spaces which are not necessarily of finite type. When k is the prime field F p , [GLM92, Théorème 1.2.1] says the following.
(a) The induced V -module structure on the free associative algebra T (M ) = ∞ k=0 M ⊗k extends to a cocommutative Hopf algebra structure, and the resulting Hopf algebra will be a projective object in H * (k) u . The Hopf algebras arising from any two such extensions are isomorphic.
(b) If P is a projective object in H * (k) u , then QP will be projective in V -M(k) u , and P will be free as an algebra.
In the proof of this, the last statement of part (a) and the last part of part (b) follow from [GLM92, Lemme 1.2.3.3] and [GLM92, Lemme 1.2.3.2] which read as follows.
Lemma 3.2. Let P be a projective object in H * (k) u . Given H ∈ H * (k) u , and a V -module map g : QP → QH, there exists a morphism of Hopf algebras G : P → H such that QG = g. Lemma 3.3. Let f : A → B be a morphism of graded associative connected k-algebras, with B a free algebra. If Qf : QA → QB is a monomorphism, so is f . If QF is an isomorphism, so is f .
The proof in [GLM92] of this last lemma works for all fields k, not just prime fields. This is also true for the theorem and the other lemma, but verifying this takes some work. Alternatively, one can deduce the theorems for a general perfect field k from the prime field case, as follows.
Tensoring with k over F p induces functors
which are left adjoint to forgetful functors. Formal arguments show that these functors will send projectives to projectives, and the second of these functors sends the projective generators of V -M(F p ) u to the projective generators of V -M(k) u . It is then straightforward to deduce Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 for a general perfect field k from the case when k = F p .
Addendum 3.4. Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 also hold with the categories V -M(k) u and H * (k) u replaced by V -M(k) and H * (k).
Proof. The point is that there are projectives in V -M(k) that are not projective in V -M(k) u , namely the projectives that have direct summand factors of the form M (n, ∞).
To work with these, we proceed as follows. Given an M (n, j) with j < ∞ and projective (i.e. with n odd or with p odd and p ∤ n), let H(n, j) be the projective Hopf algebra that one gets by applying Theorem 3.1(a). Then Lemma 3.2 tells us that the inclusion M (n, j) ֒→ M (n, j+1) will be 'covered' by a Hopf algebra map H(n, j) → H(n, j + 1), and this will also be an inclusion thanks to Lemma 3.3. Now define H(n, ∞) ∈ H * (k) to be the union of these.
Using that colim j→∞ H(n, j) = H(n, ∞), one sees that H(n, ∞) will be projective in H * (k) as follows. Given a diagram in H * (k) H 1 q H(n, ∞) f / / H 2 with q surjective, let S(j) be the set of lifts
. . will be an inverse system of nonempty finite sets: nonempty since H(n, j) is projective, and finite since H 1 has finite type and H(n, j) is finitely generated as an algebra. Thus lim j S(j) will be nonempty, and any element of this inverse limit will be a lift of f . Similarly, any P ∈ H * (k) which is the coproduct of these H(n, j)'s will be projective, and for any such P , Lemma 3.2 will apply, as long as H is in H * (k) and not just H * (k) u .
Example 3.5. When p = 2, M (1, 0) = x , M (1, 1) = x, y , and M (1, 2) = x, y, z , with |x| = 1, |y| = 2, and |z| = 4, with V (y) = x and V (z) = y.
Corresponding Hopf algebras are tensor algebras H(1, 0) = T (x), H(1, 1) = T (x, y), and H(1, 2) = T (x, y, z), with
Remark 3.6. The authors of [GLM92] 
H(n i , j i ), and this coproduct decomposition is unique.
Our goal now is to extend these results to arbitrary M ∈ V -M(k). It is easy to define our Hopf algebras H(M ). Recall that we have already defined H(n, j), free as an algebra and with QH(n, j) ≃ M (n, j), when M (n, j) is projective, i.e. when n is odd or when p is odd and n = 2m with p ∤ m.
Definitions 3.7. Given M ∈ V -M(k), we define H(M ) ∈ H * (k) as follows.
(a) If p = 2 and m is odd, let H(2 i m, j) = Φ i H(m, j). If p is odd, and p ∤ m, let H(2p i m, j) = Φ i H(2m, j). 
To finish the proof of Theorem 1.20, we need show that H(M ) is uniquely defined by the properties listed in this last lemma. But first we prove Theorem 1.21, which should be viewed as appropriate version of Lemma 3.2 with H(M ) replacing the projective P in the statement.
We remind readers of what Theorem 1.21 asserts:
Let M ∈ V -M(k), and H ∈ H * (k). Given a V -module morphism g : M → Q(H) that admits a lift toH, there exists G :
Note that the lifting hypothesis always holds if M is a projective Vmodule, or if H is a split Hopf algebra.
Example 3.9. Here is an example that perhaps will help readers appreciate this theorem, and aid in following the proof.
Let k = F 2 . Let M = M (6, 0) so that H(M ) = H(6, 0) = T (z) with z a primitive generator of degree 6. Then Hopf algebra morphisms H(6, 0) → H correspond to primitives in H 6 . Meanwhile, V -module maps M (6, 0) →H correspond to elements y ∈ H 6 with V (y) = 0. Now let H = H * (ΩΣCP 3 ; F 2 ) = T (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ), with |y i | = 2i and with
The element y 3 satisfies V (y 3 ) = 0, but is not primitive. Theorem 1.21 now guarantees that there exists another y ∈ H 6 that is primitive, with y ≡ y 3 modH 2 . A little bit of fiddling reveals that y = y 3 + y 1 y 2 + y 3 1 does the job.
Proof of Theorem 1.21. It certainly suffices to prove the theorem when M = M (n, j). Furthermore, we already know the theorem is true when M = M (n, j) is a projective V -module.
We are left having to prove the theorem when M = M (p i n, j) with i ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ ∞, in the cases n is odd if p = 2 n is even and p ∤ n if p is odd. In these cases, M (n, j) is a projective V -module.
It also suffices to assume that j is finite, since
Now suppose we are given a V -module map g : M (p i n, j) → QH and a lifting of thisg : M (p i n, j) →H. Our goal is to show that there is a map of Hopf algebras G : H(p i n, j) → H with QG = g.
As a V -module, M (p i n, j) is generated by its top class x j in degree p i+j n, and V j+1 (x j ) = 0. Sog corresponds to an element x ∈ ker V j+1 of degree p i+j n.
Let H[j + 1] be the Hopf algebra kernel of V j+1 : H → Φ j+1 H. By Proposition 2.15, ker(V j+1 ) = (H[j + 1]), so we can write x = x ′ + yz, with x ′ , y ∈H[j + 1] and z ∈H. Since x ′ ≡ x modH 2 , x ′ will also correspond to a V -module mapg ′ : M (p i n, j) →H that is a lift of g, but now has image inH[j + 1].
The V -module M (p i n, j) fits into a short exact sequence
This induces maps of Hopf algebras
such that ι is 1-1, and ρ induces an isomorphism
Note also that H(n, i − 1) is generated by elements in the image of V j+1 . As M (n, i + j) is projective, we can apply the already proved M (n, i + j) case of the theorem to the composite
to get a Hopf algebra map
As G ′ factors through H[j + 1], it will vanish on the generators of H(n, i− 1), and so G ′ will factor through H(m, i + j)//H(n, i − 1) = H(p i n, j). The resulting map of Hopf algebras G : H(n, j) → H will satisfy QG = g.
The remaining part of Theorem 1.20 is now easily proved. Suppose that H ∈ H * (k) is split and free as an algebra. If g : M ∼ − → QH is a V -module isomorphism, we need to show that H(M ) ≃ H. Theorem 1.21 implies that there exists a map of Hopf algebras G : H(M ) → H such that QG = g. But then Lemma 3.3 implies that G is then also an isomorphism.
In proving Theorem 1.20, we have also established a classification theorem.
Theorem 3.10. Hopf algebras in H * (k) that are split, and free as algebras, are precisely the Hopf algebras of the form * i H(n i , j i ).
Details of our cautionary example, Example 1.13
Recall the definitions of the two Hopf algebras in Example 1.13. We work over k = F 2 . As algebras H 1 = T (x, y, z) = H 2 , with |x| = 1, |y| = 2, and |z| = 4.
The coproduct structure is given as follows. The classes x, y are primitive in both H 1 and H 2 , while the coproducts ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 act as follows on z:
4.1. Algebraic details. We check that H 1 and H 2 are isomorphic as both algebras and coalgebras, but not as Hopf algebras. Obviously H 1 and H 2 are isomorphic as algebras. To see that H 1 and H 2 are not isomorphic as Hopf algebras, we just note that the V -modules QH 1 and QH 2 are not isomorphic: QH 1 = x, y, z = QH 2 , with with V (z) = y in QH 1 , and V = 0 in QH 2 .
To see that H 1 and H 2 are isomorphic as coalgebras, we describe an explicit isomorphism. Any element in the monomial basis for T (x, y, z) can be written in the form
with ǫ a equal to 0 or 1. We write this as
Then a coalgebra isomorphism Θ :
Thus, for example, Θ(xyz) = x 3 z and Θ(xy 2 z 3 x 4 y 5 z 6 ) = x 5 z 3 x 10 y 2 z 6 .
In checking that this is a coalgebra morphism, it is illuminating to note that H = T (x 2 , y, z) is a subHopf algebra of both H 1 and H 2 , and that Θ induces the Hopf algebra automorphism on H sending x 2 , y, z to y, x 2 , z.
4.2. Topological realization details. We check that H 1 and H 2 can be topologically realized. This is clear for H 1 as H 1 ≃ H * (ΩΣ(S 1 ∨ CP 2 ); F 2 ), with x, y, z corresponding to the nonzero homogeneous elements in H * (S 1 ∨ CP 2 ); F 2 ). Now we check that H 2 ≃ H * (Ω(S 3 ∨ C); F 2 ), where C is the mapping cone of the composite S 4 Ση − − → S 3 η − → S 2 , and η : S 3 → S 2 is the Hopf map. By [B65, Corollary 3.2] , the two inclusions ΩS 3 ֒→ Ω(S 3 ∨ C) ←֓ ΩC induce a Hopf algebra isomorphism
Furthermore, H * (ΩS 3 ; F 2 ) = T (y) with |y| = 2. It thus suffices to show the following.
Proposition 4.1. As a Hopf algebra, H * (ΩC; F 2 ) ≃ T (x, z) with |x| = 1, |z| = 4 and ∆(z) = z ⊗ 1 + x 2 ⊗ x 2 + 1 ⊗ z.
Proof. Recall that if X is simply connected, the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence converges to H * (ΩX; F 2 ) with E 1 -term equal to the tensor algebra on Σ −1H * (X; F 2 ), and this spectral sequence collapses if X is a suspension. The commutative square
induces a map between cofibration sequences
The right square of this diagram is a homotopy pushout, and we see that there is a short exact sequence
Since (j ∨ f ) * is onto, and the EMSS computing H * (Ω(S 2 ∨ ΣCP 2 ); F 2 ) collapses, the same is true for the EMSS computing H * (ΩC; F 2 ). We conclude that there is an epimorphism of Hopf algebras
Furthermore, if we let a ∈ H 1 (ΩS 2 ; F 2 ) and c ∈ H 4 (CP 2 ; F 2 ) be the nonzero classes, andf : CP 2 → ΩC be the adjoint to f , we see that H * (ΩC; F 2 ) = T (x, z) where x = (Ωj) * (a) and z =f * (c). It remains to show that ∆(z) = z ⊗ 1 + x 2 ⊗ x 2 + 1 ⊗ z. To show this we consider the adjoint of the right square in the previous diagram:
Meanwhile, since η is the Hopf map (and thus has Hopf invariant 1!), we see thatη * (b) = a 2 . Thusf * (i * (b)) = x 2 , so ∆(z) = z ⊗ 1 + x 2 ⊗ x 2 + 1 ⊗ z as needed.
Quasi-shuffle algebras
In this section, we offer a short discussion of the Hopf algebras J(C), for C ∈ C * (k), and J ∨ (A), for A ∈ A * (k).
The free Hopf algebra J(C).
Recall that J : C * (k) → H * (k) is defined as the left adjoint to the forgetful functor. From this definition, it is quite easy to see that, as an algebra, J(C) will be the tensor algebra
⊗k . Using that T (C) is the free algebra generated byC, the coproduct ∆ J(C) on J(C) is then induced by the coproduct ∆ C on C: ∆ J(C) is the algebra map
It is not hard to track the components of ∆ J(C) . The component
will be the part of the compositē
landing inC ⊗l ⊗C ⊗m . A nice way to describe this is as follows. Let n be the ordered set with n elements. A surjection γ : p ։ n induces a diagonal map ∆ γ :C ⊗n →C ⊗p by tensoring together the n iterated diagonal mapsC →C ⊗#p −1 (i) . Then ∆ n l,m = γ ∆ γ , with the sum running over surjections γ : l + m ։ n that are order preserving inclusions when restricted to either the first l elements or the last m elements. Such a γ corresponds to a pair of order preserving inclusions α : l → n and β : m → n whose images cover all of n.
5.2.
The cofree Hopf algebra J ∨ (A). We dualize the previous discussion.
The functor J ∨ : A * (k) → H * (k) is defined as the right adjoint to the forgetful functor. Then, as an coalgebra, J ∨ (A) will be T (A) = ∞ k=0Ā ⊗k , this time viewed as the cofree coalgebra cogenerated byĀ. The product
coinduced by the composite
The component ∇ n l,m :Ā ⊗l ⊗Ā ⊗m →Ā ⊗n of ∇ J ∨ (A) has the following description. A surjection γ : p ։ n defines a map
by the formula
∇ α+β , with the sum running over pairs of order preserving inclusions α : l → n, β : m → n whose images cover all of n.
Example 5.1. Let * be the product in J ∨ (A). Given w, x, y, z ∈Ā, all in even degrees if k is not of characteristic 2,
Note that first group of terms here correspond to pairs α, β : 2 → 4 of order preserving inclusions whose images don't overlap: this is the classical shuffle product, and corresponds to J ∨ (C) in the case when the product onC is zero.
6. Proofs of Theorem 1.5, Theorem 1.8, and Theorem 1.12
In this section we prove the parts of our theorems that are consequences of the classical theory [MM65] . 6.1. Char k = 0: the proof of Theorem 1.5. Let k be a field of characteristic 0. Recall that Theorem 1.5 went as follows. Given A, B ∈ A * (k), the following are equivalent. 
, and so χĀ(t) = χB(t). Finally, the implication (a)⇒(c) will follow from the observation that there will be a Hopf algebra isomorphism J ∨ (A) ≃ J ∨ (A triv ), where A triv is A given the trivial multiplication 2 . Newman and Radford show this in [NR79, Theorem 1.12 ]. An alternative proof goes as follows. Since J ∨ (A) is commutative, [MM65, Proposition 4 .17] tells us that the compositē
is monic. Choose a linear map q : QJ ∨ (A) →Ā such that q • π • i is the identity. Now note that q • π corresponds to an algebra map q • π : J ∨ (A) → A triv , and this, in turn, corresponds to a map of Hopf algebras q : J ∨ (A) → J ∨ (A triv ). By construction, the induced map on primitives, Pq :Ā →Ā triv , is the identity, and thusq is an isomorphism, as J ∨ (A) and J ∨ (A triv ) are cofree coalgebras.
6.2. Char k = p > 0: the proofs of Theorem 1.8, and Theorem 1.12. Now let k be a perfect field of characteristic p. Recall that Theorem 1.8 went as follows. Given A, B ∈ A * (k), the following are equivalent.
(a)Ā ≃B, as graded F -modules.
, as algebras. Lemma 6.1. The algebra structure of any H ∈ H * (k) is determined by the F -module structure ofH.
Proof. The point is that there is a structure theorem for algebras underlying a connected commutative Hopf algebra. Define monogenic algebras as follows: if p and n are odd, let A(n, 0) = Λ(x), with |x| = n. If p = 2 or n is even, let
where |x| = n. Together, Proposition 7.8 and Theorem 7.11 of [MM65] imply that, as an algebra, any H ∈ H * (k) is the tensor product of A(n, j) ′ s. So suppose A ∈ A * (k) is the tensor product of such monogenic algebras. We check that A is determined by its structure as an F -module. Let A[n] ⊂ A be the subalgebra generated by elements in A of degree at most n. Then A(0) = k, and, for n ≥ 1, if the sub
Inductively, we see that each of the algebras A[n] is determined by F -module structure, and thus the same is true for A.
To finish the proof of Theorem 1.8, it remains to check that (b)⇒(a). Since J ∨ (A) = T A as an F -module, it suffices to prove the next lemma.
Lemma 6.2. Let N be an F -module. Then N is determined by the Fmodule T N .
Proof. We prove this using a slightly elaborate Poincaré series argument.
Recall that Theorem 2.7 said that an F -module N can be uniquely decomposed as a direct sum of the basic F -modules N (n, j) defined in Definition 2.6. Thus we have a direct sum decomposition
where a(n, j) = 0 if p and n are odd and j > 0.
We let a j N (t) = ∞ n=1 a(n, j)t n . Our goal is to show that the set of power series {a j N (t), 1 ≤ j ≤ ∞} is determined by {a j T N (t), 1 ≤ j ≤ ∞}.
We do this by switching to a more convenient set of power series. It is useful to regard the F -module structure on N as a nondegree preserving twisted linear map F : N → N .
For 1 ≤ j < ∞, let χ j N (t) = χ coker{F j+1 :N →N } (t), and let χ ∞ N (t) = χ N/tor(N ) (t), where tor(N ) = {x ∈ N | F j x = 0 for j >> 0}. It is not hard to see that when 1 ≤ j < ∞,
, and also that χ
, and that
Thus the set {a j N (t), 1 ≤ j ≤ ∞} determines and is determined by {χ j N (t), 1 ≤ j ≤ ∞}.
Finally we check that χ j N (t) determines and is determined by Theorem 7.1. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. A Hopf algebra H ∈ H * (k) is primitively generated if and only if H is split and QH is a trivial V -module. We note that primitively generated H ∈ H * (k) are precisely the enveloping algebras of p-restricted Lie algebras by [MM65, Theorem 6.11] .
Proof. It is clear from the definitions that for all H ∈ H * (k), P H is contained in the kernel of V :H →H. Thus if H ∈ H * (k) is primitively generated, i.e. the composite P H →H → QH is onto, then clearly QH is a trivial V -module split by any k-linear section of this composite.
Conversely, if H is split, then Theorem 1.21 implies that there is a Hopf algebra morphism G : H(QH) → H that induces the identity on indecomposables. Such an G will necessarily be onto. If QH is also a trivial V -module, then H(QH) is primitively generated by construction, and we deduce that H will be primitively generated as well.
7.2. The Hopf algebra H * (ΩΣY ; k) is a stable invariant. If p is a prime and X is a space, then the pth power map on H * (X; F p ) identifies with a Steenrod operation:
Sq |x| x if p = 2 P |x|/2 x if p is odd and |x| is even.
As Steenrod operations are stable operations, we conclude that the Fmodule structure on H * (X; F p ) is determined by the stable homotopy type of X. Recalling that J ∨ (H * (X; k)) = H * (ΩΣX; k) for X of finite type, Theorem 1.8 (together with the easier Theorem 1.5) has the following topological consequence.
Corollary 7.2. If two based spaces X and Y of finite type are stably homotopy equivalent, then H * (ΩΣX; k) and H * (ΩΣY ; k) are isomorphic Hopf algebras for all fields k.
Remark 7.3. In the situation of the corollary, must there exist a Hopf algebra isomorphism H * (ΩΣX; k) ≃ H * (ΩΣY ; k) preserving all Steenrod operations?
7.3. When is a quasi-shuffle algebra polynomial? Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p. As was noted in Lemma 6.1, classical theory as in [MM65] implies that the algebra structure of any H ∈ H * (k) is determined by its structure as an F -module. In particular, one learns that H will be a polynomial algebra (on even dimensional classes, if p is odd) exactly when F :H →H is monic. Since J ∨ (A) = ∞ k=0Ā
⊗k as an F -module, we see that F : J ∨ (A) → J ∨ (A) will be monic if and only if F :Ā →Ā is monic. We thus have the following theorem.
Theorem 7.4. Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p. Given a commutative algebra A ∈ A * (k), the quasishuffle algebra J ∨ (A) will be polynomial exactly in the following cases:
• p = 2 and the squaring map F : A → A is monic.
• p is odd, A is concentrated in even dimensions, and the pth power map F : A → A is monic.
The algebra of quasi-symmetric functions on k is the Hopf algebra
where |y| = 2.
Corollary 7.5. QSym(k) is polynomial over every field.
We briefly discuss how to extend our results to integral ones. One lets A * (Z) and H * (Z) respectively be the categories of connected graded commutative algebras and Hopf algebras that are finitely generated free abelian groups in each degree. Analogously to before, one then defines
with |y i,j | = p j |y i |. Finally, consider the case when k = F 2 . NowH * (CP 2 ; F 2 ) ≃ N (2, 1), the F -module with basis {y, F (y)}, where |y| = 2. It is easy to check that N (2, 1) ⊗k = N (2k, 1) ⊕ (a trivial F -module), and thus, as an F -module,
N (2k, 1) ⊕ (a big trivial F -module).
From this, one can conclude that, as an algebra
where |x j | = 2 j .
